
*global stability of gaseous disks 
*global stability of stellar disks 
*stellar and gaseous bars 

 

 

self-gravitating disks: 
global instabilities 



what have we forgotten?  
Numerical models of stellar disks 

Toy models,        or …. 



Axisymmetric evolution 

Non-axisymmetric evolution 



Doing the same:  
but from the scratch 

Hohl 1971 



Why this is  
interesting? 

Real disk galaxies are  
made of gas and  
stars: what happens  
to the gas? 

with gas 
stars and dark matter 
(only stars shown) 



The nature of conspiracy: swing amplifier 

The tight spiral approximation (WKB)  
approximation apparently misses  
an important process: bar instability 

WHY? 
The answer apparently has been  
provided in 1965 by Goldreich and  
Lynden-Bell but … nobody realized this! 
It was resurrected by Alar Toomre in 1981 

Swing amplification of density waves in differentially-rotating disks: 
conspiracy between shear, epicyclic oscillations and self-gravity 

WKB picture of disk dynamics, 
because it does not apply to 
loosely wound structures 



•Unwrapping the conspiracy 

Suppose all the relevant wavelengths and spatial scales are small enough 

Follow the evolution of a small orbiting patch in a disk galaxy 
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Remember: all leading spirals are sheared into trailing ones 

Define (observable Oort) constant: 
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•Unwrapping the conspiracy 

r 

φ=Ω(r)t 
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..
fAx4Ωy2Ωx +=− 

Stars obey linearized eqs.: 

yfx2Ωy =+ 

that govern small radial and 
tangential displacements: 
 x = r-r0 
 y = r0[φ−Ω(r0)t] 

in co-moving (orbiting) coordinates  fx and fy – perturbing forces 
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PROOF? 



non-rotating  
(inertial) frame (A):  rotating frame (B):  

•Epicycle arising from Coriolis force 

In a frame B that rotates with  
constant Ω, the accelerations 
are given by:  

radial acceleration 
(inertial frame) 

view epicyclic 
motion in a rotating 
galaxy 
from: 

for a Keplerian 
potential Ω = κ 

http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic06/t6_epicycle_coriolis.gif


One can describe the differential rotation in units of Oort constant 
(without perturbation): 
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2 out of 3 conspirators! 

Note: 
both shear and epicyclic motions act against the unperturbed one (to Ω) 

for “normal” disks with Ω decreasing with r 

The above point (correspondence between shear and epicyclic motion) 
AND interstellar “communication” (self-gravity) allows for amplification 
of open spirals when they swing from leading to trailing 

leadingtrailing arm 
transformation by shear 

timescale ~ 1/κ 

         definition of κ 
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In other words: 
•Leading arm is sheared into trailing one 
•Pattern rotates in the retrograde fashion 
•Its rotation timescale is ~1/κ 

This means that: 
The epicyclic motion approximately follows the spiral arm 
Duration of the perturbation will be long  epicyclic motion is 
                                                                      strongly amplified 
The emerging trailing pattern is strongly amplified 

•Amplification gain depends on Q and radial wavelength (λ) of the  
                                                                                               pattern 

Maximum amplification ~ 100 when λ∼1.5 λJ  



BUT: how this can explain the persistent spiral structure in galaxies? 

It is not enough to have wave amplification! 

After some time they will decay 

Need feedback mechanism ! 

Any leading arm will be sheared into trailing one and damp after  
                                                                                                   some time 

Need: mechanism that generates leading arms again and again 
from trailing arms 



Density contours of a leading arm 
unwinding to become a trailing arm. 
The swing amplifier boosts the arm 
strength considerably.  

•Swing Amplifier 



How to generate leading arms from trailing ones? 

•Reflection from the outer disk edge:  
  phase shift of 180o 

but in real galaxies outer edges 
 are soft: no reflection 

•Trailing arms passing through  
  galactic center: emerge as leading ones 

Beware of ILRs!  
 will block the passage 

If trailing waves can pass through the  
central regions of a galaxy then they  
emerge as leading waves on the other  
side. These leading waves are then  
subject to the swing amplification 
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